12 THURSDAY

FILM SCHEDULE

Digital Capitality (Global Event) (China) (2019) [120 min] | EN

9:00 AM

DCP

Craig (France) | 120 min

9:30 AM

Tandem, Exile of a Grateful Citizen (Czech Republic) (2019) [115 min] | EN

9:30 AM

NC

Kroll (France) | 115 min

9:30 AM

MC

Just Like That (Italy) (2019) [134 min] | IT

10:15 AM

RF

Portrai (France) | 134 min

11:45 AM

RF

Les Misérables (United Kingdom) (2019) [120 min] | EN

12:00 PM

IC

Replica (France) | 120 min

12:45 PM

BE

The Wayfarers (Sweden) (2019) [97 min] | SV

12:45 PM

BE

Broken Mirrors (France) (2019) [79 min] | FR

1:30 PM

IC

A New (India) (2019) [97 min] | IN

1:30 PM

IC

Dec 16: 23:30 Sarawakmakanum Parkar (Philippines) | 120 min

6:30 PM

IC

1:30 PM

IC

The Quail (Ukraine) (2019) [150 min] | UK

8:00 PM

IC

At the Plate (United States) (2019) [100 min] | US

8:30 PM

IC

Rain in the Garden (Pakistan) (2019) [100 min] | PK

8:30 PM

IC

Mythology Is Everywhere (Turkey) (2019) [132 min] | TR

9:00 PM

IC

The Gimmick (Italy) (2019) [95 min] | IT

9:30 PM

IC

Kleztivity (Russia) (2019) | RU

10:00 PM

IC

NOTE: There will be no screening this New (screen 1) at 2:00 PM on December 19, 2019.